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I. INTRODUCTION 
In cyclic accelerators and in intersecting storage rings, the orbits of the 
particles are periodically perturbed by strongly nonlinear electromagnetic 
forces whenever the two counterrotating beams undergo head-on collisions at 
the interaction regions around the machine; such perturbations, in turn, 
generate nonlinear transverse oscillations about the ideal orbits which can 
generally be described by nonlinear Hill’s equations of the form 
z”(8) + nz(8) = F(& z(d)). (I. 1) 
(See [l] for the relevant background information and the terminology, [2-5 ] 
for more specific details regarding the problems involved, and [6-81 for a 
systematic emphasis on nonlinear questions.) In Eq. (I.l), 8 stands for the 
azimuth around the machine and n E R, while F generally depends 
nonlinearly on z and periodically on 8. In this paper, we prove new results 
concerning the existence of Sturm-Liouville eigenfunctions and of periodic 
solutions for a class of equations of the form (I.l), namely, 
z”(e) + nZ(e) = PA(e) F@(8)), (I-2) 
where /3 E R. More specifically, we assume throughout that A is a smooth 
periodic function defined on R with minimal period T > 0; we also assume 
that A is uniformly bounded in 8, namely, that there exists c > 0 such that 
[A(@)1 < c for each 8. Finally, we assume that F: R --t R is smooth and that 
its potential G, with G’ = F, is subquadratic in the sense that there exists 
v> 0 independent of t so that 
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holds for each t E IF?. For y, F, 6, $E R given, we then associate with 
Eq. (1.2) the Sturm-Liouville s parated boundary conditions 
Yz(e,) - P’(4) = 0, (1.4) 
6z(B,) + &ye,) = 0, (I.4 ‘) 
where y2 + 7” = 6’ + s” = 1, with -a < 8, < 13~ < tco fixed once and for 
all. For a given value of /I, we then wish to determine families of nontrivial, 
classical (i.e., twice continuously differentiable) real-valued functions z *(. ; /?) 
(the Sturm-Liouville eigenfunctions) along with functions /3 -+ @I) (the 
corresponding eigenvalues) uch that the conditions (1.4~(1.4’) are satisfied 
together with 
-z*ff(e;p) t PA(O) ~(~*(e; PI) = 44 z*ve PI (1.5) 
for each 6 E [8, ; 0,]. This nonlinear eigenvalue problem associated with 
(1.2) is solved in Section II, where we prove that it possesses at least a coun- 
table infinity of one-parameter families of distinct eigenfunctions. With 
additional parity assumptions on A and F we then construct in Section III 
one-parameter families of even and odd nontrivial, classical periodic orbits of 
(1.5) with period kT, k E N +, along with the corresponding curves /I--f n&I) 
in the v-n)-plane; for some of the solutions we also prove that k # k’ 
implies zk* # z $, generating thereby an infinite family of distinct subhar- 
monies. Section IV is concerned with the application of the results of 
Sections II and III to the so-called rror function model of the beam-beam 
interaction i accelerator physics. We present in Section V an abstract 
version of a theorem from Section II regarding the existence of critical points 
of functionals on unbounded cylinders in Hilbert spaces. Parts of these 
results have been announced in [24]. 
There has been a great deal of interest recently regarding the construction 
of periodic orbits of Hamiltonian systems and of nonlinear wave equations 
(see for instance [g-14]), or of periodic solutions of single nonlinear second- 
order ordinary differential equations (see, for example [ 15-181); in 
particular, one can find other considerations about nonlinear Sturm- 
Liouville systems in [ 171. The conditions on the nonlinearities and the 
methods of proof, which use the geometric Poincare-Birkhoff theorem, are, 
however, different from ours; in this paper, we shall indeed use the 
topological methods of the calculus of variations a described, for instance, 
in [ 19,201. See also [25, 261. 
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II. SOLUTION OF A NONLINEAR STURM-LIOUVILLE 
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
We consider the real Hilbert space H( [r3, ; e,]) = H of all absolutely 
continuous functions on [8, ; B,] with square integrable derivative z’ E 
L2([8, ; O,]) 3 L2 and inner product (y, z)~,~ = (u, z):, + (y’, z’)~; we assume 
throughout that y’# 0, s’+ 0, and, denoting by ]I zII2 = (z, z):” the L2-norm 
of .z, we define on H the two functionals V and C, by 
2qz) = y7-Iz2(e,) + 68-122(8,) + Ilzq: 
(II. 1) 
and 
C,(z) = IM --A 
where ,u > 0. The other cases with for instance y’= 8= 0 can be treated 
similarly if one replaces H by its subspace consisting of all functions 
vanishing at the boundaries of [e,, e,] and V by 
217.4 = llzqj; + 2p f%ed(e) qz(e)). (11.3) 
For z E H, we shall denote by V’(z) the Frechet derivative of V at z, namely, 
V’(~)(U) = pz(e,) u(e,) + sPZ(e2) v(e,) 
+ (z', ~7~ +/Ifs, ded(e) F(z(e)) u(e) (11.4) 
for each v E H. The fact that V is actually a 9”‘-functional in the Frechet 
sense on H follows from the following general considerations: by the Arzela- 
Ascoli theorem, H is compactly imbedded in @([8,, S,]) = 5Y, the Banach 
algebra of all real-valued continuous functions on [ 0,) e2] equipped with the 
w-norm lbll, = maxeEte1.e21 bm on the other hand, the imbedding of H 
in L2 is bounded so that by Schwartz inequality, H is in turn compactly 
imbedded in L 2; thus if z(“‘) --+ z strongly in H, then zcN) + z uniformly on 
[B,, B2] and zcN) -+ z strongly in L2; since both F and G are smooth we then 
have F~z(~)-+Foz and G o ztN)-+ G o z uniformly; consequently 
Ii; ded(e) G(dN)(B)) --t 1,“; ded(e) G@(O)) since 
11”’ ded(e)(G(dN’(e)) - G@(e))) 1 < qG o ZcN) - G o Z/I, 
e1 
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by the uniform boundedness of A, and 
Jo* de d(e) F(dye)) 21(e) --) j:: deA(e) F(2(e)) u(e) 
01 
by a similar argument; the above properties then imply that V(Z’~‘) + V(z) 
and also that V’(Z(~)) -+V’(z) in the norm-topology of SY(H; R), the Banach 
space of all real-valued functionals on H; this last statement follows from the 
estimate 
~~((y~-‘+66”-‘)Ilz’N’-z/I,+c”Ilz”N’-z’I(, 
+ IPI cc”llF 0 zcN) -F o z(Im, (11.4’) 
which is uniform in ZI since ]] u]], < El] ~]/i,~ for some c” > 0; thus if zcN) + z 
strongly in H we have by (11.4) lim,,, ]]I V’(Z(~)) - V’(z)]]], = 0 according 
to the above remarks, which proves our assertion. Now let @#([e, S,]) = qM 
be the subset of H consisting of all functions uch that C,(z) = 0 and 
suppose that z: is a critical point of V on gP; since C, is also a %?(I)- 
functional on H with Frechet derivative 
qzw = 2@, u), > (11.5) 
there exist A,, A, E R nonsimultaneously zero such that A, V’(z,*)(u) + 
A, C;(z,*)(o) = 0 for each u E H, by Lagrange’s multiplier’s theorem; 
moreover A0 # 0 since CL(z:)(z,*) = 2,~ > 0 from (11.5) so that we have 
v’(z;)(u) = nc;(Z,*)(u) (11.6) 
with II = -1; ‘A, ; picking then u = z,* in (11.6) leads to 
A = (2p)-1 v’(z,*)(z:), (11.7) 
and thereby to 
V’(z,*)(u) - (2p)-’ V’(z,*)(z,*) c;(z,*)(u) = 0 (11.8) 
for each u E H. The combination of (11.8), (11.5) and (11.4) along with 
standard arguments in the calculus of variations then show that z,* is a 
(weak) solution of (1.5) which satisfies the natural boundary conditions (1.4) 
and (1.4’), provided that 
n = 2il =,PV’(z,*)(z,“) (11.9) 
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is chosen as eigenvalue in (1.5). The goal of this section is thus to prove that 
the functional V possesses critical points on gU ; in fact we shall prove that V 
actually possesses a countable infinity of distinct critical points on gfi. We 
start with the following version of a classic deformation theorem (see for 
instance (201 and references therein) which exhibits here some deformation 
properties of the set gM ; it may be worth noting at this point that VW is an 
unbounded set in H with respect to the norm /I .]),,2. 
THEOREM 11.1. Consider the functional V under the assumptions stated 
in the introduction; if y # 0, and/or 6 # 0, assume moreover that sgn(y) = 
sgn(fi and/or sgn(b) = sgn(b); let d E R and .N be any neighborhood of the 
set of critical points 
K, = {z E gw’,: V(z) = d; V’(z) - (2,~)’ V’(z)(z) C;(z) = 0). (11.10) 
Then for each /I E R, there exist 
o(t; z) = w,(z) E g’( [O; 11 x q ; q> 
and constants 0 < E, < Ed so that the following properties hold: 
(1) o,,(z) -zfor each z E gW; 
(2) o,(z) is a homeomorphism from U;: onto VU for each t E [O; 11. 
(3) V(o,(z)) < V(z)for all t E [O; 1 ] and all z E gp ; 
(4) cot(z) E z for all t E [O; 1 ] whenever 
~65 {zE@W:d-ez< V(z)<d+e,}; 
(5) IfK:,=0, then w,(A~+~,)cA~-~,, where 
A drE, = (z E gp: V(z) < d F cl}; 
(6) V&+0, then u~(A~+~, -Jr)cA,-,I; 
(7) w, may be chosen odd if V is even. 
Proof: The crux of the matter is the Palais-Smale condition which we 
first prove. For b E R pick any sequence zcN) E @$ such that 
V(zcN)) < b (II. 11) 
and 
V’(Z(N)) - (2p)-’ V’(Z(N))(Z(N)) C’( (N)) -+ 0 LIZ (11.12) 
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as N-r co in the norm-topology of Y(H; R); from (II. l), (II. 11) and the 
above assumptions we first get the estimates 
llZ’(N)(I: = 2V(z’N’) - yJ-1(z’N’)2 (8,) -,8-1(z(N))2 (8,) 
- 2/I 1” de d(8) G(zcN’(B)) 
01 
G 2b - 2p j”I: de d(e) qz(N)(e)) 
< 2b + 2 IPI VP, (II. 13) 
whence the uniform boundedness of 11 z’(~) II2 ; consequentlyll zCN) lli,2 = ,D + 
(1~‘~~) 11: is uniformly bounded in N so that we may assume zCN) - z weakly 
in H by the reflexivity of H. By the compact embedding of H into L2 we 
may assume z (N) -+ z strongly in L* so that in particular IIzCN) (I2 = fi -+ 
llzl12=fi which P roves that z E gN. Since weak convergence in H along 
with the convergence of the norms imply strong convergence, it remains to 
show that (11.12) implies 11~‘~~) (I2 + llz’(12. We first observe that we may 
assume that jl z’(~) (I2 --t e exists with e E R according to (11.13); the fact that 
IIZ’IG < e2 (II. 14) 
follows from the weak lower semicontinuity of the convex kinetic energy 
functional T:z + llz’ 11: ;the converse inequality follows from the fact hat the 
strict inequality in(11.14) is impossible since we have (11.12), which is now 
proved indirectly asfollows: assume 
llz’ 11: <e*. (II. 15) 
From (11.12) and (11.5) we have 
V’(z(“))(z) -,-lV’(z(N))(Z(N))(Z(N), z)* -+ 0 (II. 16) 
as N --) co, where we may write 
V~(Z(N))(Z(N)) = 2k(z(N9 - p 1” de d(e) 
01 
x { 2G(z’N’(e)) - P)(e) F(z(N)(e))}, (11.17) 
according to (11.1) and (11.4); using then (11.15) and the same continuity 
arguments as above we get 
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lim V’(Z(~))(Z(~)) 
N+GO 
= yy-lzye,) + Pz2(e2) + e* 




Moreover, we have 
lim (z’~), z)z = ~1, 
N-+CC 
so that (II. 16), (II. 18), and (II. 19) imply the strict inequality 
J\-f$ V’(z’N’)(z) > V’(z)(z). 
On the other hand we may also assume without loss that zrfN) 
in L* so that we get from (11.4) the relation 






by the same continuity arguments as above; since (11.20) obviously 
contradicts (11.21), we have ]lz’]]t = e*; consequently we may assume 
zcN) -+ z E gU strongly in H, passing if necessary to a suitable subsequence 
zcNj); this proves the Palais-Smale condition for the functional V. Next, 
consider the set of regular points 
sFp = {z E iz$: V’(z) - (F)-’ V’(z)(z) c;(z) # 0). (11.22) 
pU is paracompact as subset of H by A. H. Stone’s theorem (see for instance 
[21 I); since both V and C, are 5F7(‘) on H, an adaptation of the arguments in 
[ 19, 201 then allows one to conclude that there exists a locally Lipschitzian, 
norm-bounded pseudo-gradient vector field W on gti which satisfies the 
estimates 
II WWl,,* ,< 2 III V’(z) - (%I-’ V’(z)(z> WIII, (11.23) 
and 
I’) - w-’ V’(z)@> c:w(4) 
2 III V’(z) - c&r’ V’(z)(z> qL(z)lllf, (11.24) 
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for each z E G$. Extending W on U;l by the relation W(z) = 0 for 
z E S%$ - gti, we then consider the first-order ifferential system 
dw(t; z) 
dt = ww; z)), 
w(O;z)=zEq, 
(11.25) 
on qM’,; according to the above embedding properties of H, if z(“) + z 
strongly in H with z UV) E SF for each N then z E VP so that ‘FM is closed; it 
may therefore b consideredU as a complete metric space in H with distance 
d(w)=lly-zll,,,; thus since W is locally Lipschitzian and norm- 
bounded, the system (11.25) possesses a unique global solution w(t; z) on U;; 
the properties stated in the theorem then follow from those of the vectorfield 
W which, in turn, follow verbatim from the considerations in [20] if one 
replaces there the sets K,, Adfe, 2, etc. by their appropriate r lativizations t  
‘3$ as defined in the statement’ of the above theorem; this completes the 
proof. 
We now prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let p > 0. Consider the functions F, G, and A under the 
same assumptions as in Section I (excluding so far the_ periodicity of A); 
assume moreover that G is even and that y, 7, 6, 6 satisfy the same 
assumptions as in Section I and in Theorem 11.1. Then for each p E R, Eq. 
(1.2) possesses at least a countable infinity {kz;1*(“‘(-; P)}asN+ of distinct one- 
parameter antipodal pairs of nontrivial, classical eigensolutions on [0,, 0,] 
which satisfy the separated boundary conditions (1.4)-(1.4’). The 
corresponding eigenvalues are given by 
4X0 =rcl- l /yy-Y~;(“)(e, ; p))’ + &-l(~p(e, ; p))' 
+ Ilzya) * iI2 + bj;: dt? A(B) z;‘“‘(& P) F(z,*‘“‘(t?; / ))I .(11.26) 
Proof: Consider the class B(F@) of all closed and balanced subsets of 
gM ; let j be the index map on B(GQ, namely, the N-valued function such that 
j(A) = m represents the smallest integer for which there exists an odd 
continuous map from A into R”’ - {0} and with j(A) = 0 if and only if 
A = 0; for each m E N +, let r,,, be the set of all A E B(SQ such that A is 
bounded in H with respect o the norm 11 ll1,2 and j(A) > m. Define the quan- 
tities 
d, = inf sup V(z). 
AE~,,, zEA 
(11.27) 
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Since I-,,, c r,,, by definition, we have d, Q d,, , for each m; furthermore 
from (II.l), the embedding properties of H and the above assumptions we 
have for some c’> 0 the estimate 
2V(z) < { 1 + 2 IPI cv + F((YT’ + SJ-‘)} Ilzll:J, (11.28) 
so that z E A implies the boundedness of V(z) from above since there exists 
R E (0; +w) with I)zI/~,~ <R; Consequently d, < supzcA V(z) < +co. On 
the other hand, adapting the argument of [20] we may write 
d, = inf sup V(z) > inf V(z), 
AEI-, ZEA ZCQ, 
j(A)= I 
(11.29) 
since A = (y; -y} E B(gp) for each y E E@ ; having 
(11.30) 
from (11.1) and the above assumptions, we see that V is bounded from below 
on U’ so that d, > -co. Consequently d,,, E R for each m; now let Kdm and 
A, as in the statement of Theorem II. 1; Kdm is compact by the Palais-Smale 
condition; furthermore A, is balanced since G even implies V even from 
(II. 1); A, is also closed since z(“‘) --t z strongly in H implies z E gV and 
V(Z’~‘) + V(z); finally A, is bounded since V(z) < r implies JIz’ ]I: < 2r + 
2 I/3/ crl,u (replace b by I in (11.13) and use the fact that I]z]]:,~ =,D + ]Iz’IIi). 
We thus have A, E B(@Q and therefore 
d, = inf{r E R:j(A,) > m} 
from [20]; in particular Admfc E r,,, for each E > 0 so that 
AA dm+,) 2 m. 
(II.3 1) 
(11.32) 
We finally observe that w,(Ad,+J E r,,, also; indeed, if. i= o,(z) with 
z E Adm+E then -r= -oi(z) = oi(-z) since w, may be chosen odd 
according to 7) of Theorem II.1 so that -rE wI(Ad,+J; thus w,(Ad,+J is 
balanced; similarly from the monotonicity property (3) of Theorem 11.1 we 
have V(r) = V(wi(z)) < V(z) < d, + E; thus <E Adm+B also which implies 
l]<j]1,2 < R for some R E (0; +co) so that wI(Ad,+J is bounded; next if 
<(“‘) = ~i(z(“‘)) + 4 strongly in H with ztN) E AdmtE for each N, then ztN) =
OII(W) ~ w;’ - r = z strongly in H by (2) of Theorem II. 1 so that l= wi(z) 
with z E Adm+E since Adm+E is itself closed; consequently rE w,(A~,+ ,) is 
closed in the norm-topology of H. Finally if we write j(wl(Ad,+J) zp then 
there exists by definition a odd continuous map @ from o,(Ad,+J into 
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Rp - (0) so that @ o o, may be considered as an odd continuous map from 
A dm+E into Rp - (0); consequently 
Awk&+,)) k&Q,,+~) 2 w (11.33) 
where the last inequality is (11.32). Thus K, f 0 for each m for if we had 
Kdm = 0, the preceding estimates along wirh (5) of Theorem II.1 would 
imply 
4, < sup V(z)< sup V(z)< d, - E (11.34) 
ZEol(Ad,+&) LEAd,+& 
a contradiction; thus j(K,) > 1. A similar argument based on (6) of Theorem 
II.1 instead of (5) allows one to show more generally that 
A&) > P (11.35) 
if d, = d, + l = . . . = d,+,_ , E d, for any p E N + . Consequently V possesses 
at least a countable infinity of one-parameter families of distinct antipodal 
critical pairs { fz:(a)(.;/?)}aEN+ on g,. The remarks of the beginning of this 
section along with classical regularity theory then imply that (1.2) (or (1.5)) 
possesses at least a countable infinity of one-parameter families of distinct 
antipodal eigenfunctions satisfying (1.4) and (1.4’) on [e,, O,], provided one 
chooses 
nl”‘~)=~--‘v’(z,*‘~‘(.;p))(Z~‘“‘(.;p)) (11.36) 
according to (11.9). Using then the expression (11.4) for V’ in (11.36) leads to 
(11.26). Finally the fact that z;1*@) is nontrivial for each a is obvious by 
construction since /I z, *W 11: = ,u > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 
11.2. 
Remarks. First, observe that Theorems II.1 and II.2 are valid without 
any restriction on the nonlinear coupling /3. Second, let Y be the isometric 
homomorphism from H into L2 @ L2 defined by Y(z) = (z; z’); then Y(g@) 
is a cylinder in L ’ 0 L 2 whose base is the sphere in L 2 centered at the origin 
with radius fi; thus Theorem II.2 asserts that V possesses at least a coun- 
table infinity of distinct critical points on the cylinder Y(@J. A more 
abstract version of this statement will be formulated at the end of this paper. 
In the next section, we use Theorem II.2 along with the periodicity of d to 
prove the existence of one-parameter families of periodic orbits satisfying 
(1.2) (or equivalently 1.5). 
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III. ONE-PARAMETER FAMILIES OF EVEN AND 
ODD PERIODIC ORBITS FOR EQUATION (1.5) 
Our main result in this direction is the following. 
THEOREM 111.1. Let ,a > 0. Along with the same assumptions as in 
Theorem II.2, assume that A is even and has minimal period T. Then, for 
each DE R and for each kE N’, there exists a countable infinity of one- 
. . -*(a’ parameter famibes ( *z~,~ I nE N + of nontrivial, classical, even periodic orbits 
with period kT and a countable inJinity of one-parameter families 
{*&IP;‘LA+ of nontrivial, classical odd periodic orbits with period kT 
which satisfy Eq. (1.5) everywhere on R. The corresponding eigenvalues are 
given respectively by 
ngL(/3) = p”-’ jook”’ dB{ (@;(a))2 (6; /I) 
+ PA(@) Q,,tP’(& P) F(Zl:,jP)(B; P))} (11.37) 
in thefirst case, and by (11.37) with @la’ replacing zlc:) in #he second case. 
Moreover if F is globally Lipschitz on R, k # k’ implies ik*,f’ f z”f,!E’ for 
eachaEN+ andeachpER+. 
Proof We first consider the even case and apply Theorem II.1 with 
8, = 0, 0, = kT/2, y = 6 = 0; we then get a countable infinity of one- 
parameter families of antipodal classical solutions {kz$jp’} of (1.5) on 
[0, kT/2] which satisfy the natural boundary conditions z~+~(~)(O) = 
z,*;‘“‘(kT/2) = 0; one can then extend them to a family of classical, even 
functions on [-kT/2; kT/2] through the formula 
fgy(8) = zk*,jp’ (Iet>, (11.38) 
smce ,Fz,F) remains smooth across the origin. Now consider the covering 
(2n-l)kT. (2n+l)kT 
2 ) 2 * 
We may thus write each BE R as 0 = 8, + n,kT for some 0, E [-kT/2; 
kT/2] and some n, E Z; we then define zlk*,F) on R by 
zlk*.jplyeo + n, kT) = qy(eo), 
which is also smooth across the boundaries of [((2n - 1) kT)/2; 
((2n + 1) kT)/2); we thereby get successively 
409197’1 7 
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by the above assumptions and (11.26), which proves the first part of Theorem 
III.1 since with G even F is odd. For the odd case, we will choose 8, = 0, 
tY2 =_kT/2 but take the natural boundary conditions (1.4~(1.4’) with 
y”= 6 = 0, replace H by its subspace consisting of all functions vanishing at 
the boundaries and (11.1) by (11.3); by an argument similar to the one 
leading to Theorem II.2 we then get a countable infinity of one-parameter 
families of antipodal classical solutions (*zc,p)} of (1.5) on [O, kT/2] which 
now satisfy the natural boundary conditions z ,fr)(O) = ztF’(kT/2) = 0. We 
then extend them by $1p’(e) = -z,$F)(-0) for 8 E 1 - kT/2; 0] and finally 
periodically over R using (11.39). We get therefore a countable infinity of 
one-parameter families of classical, odd, antipodal periodic solutions 
M$dLdd+ with period kT which satisfy (1.5) with the required eigenvalue 
n!$(/3) since we have successively 
(111.41) 
from the above assumptions; we have written (+) in (111.41) depending on 
whether B0 E (0, kT/2](+) or 8, E [-kT/2; 0)(-). The expression (11.37) for 
nj$(j?) with ,!k*,r) eplacing .SeL again follows from (11.26) taken without the 
two first terms and the appropriate choice for B, and 8,. Finally, let k, 
k’EN+ with k < k’ and assume that izr) = ic,!e’; since we have 
I( Ez,F) 11: = 11 if,:) 11: = ,U by construction, we get ik*,F) = iz,!z) = 0 on [ kT/2, 
k/T/2]; consequently we get in particular 
(111.42) 
the last equality being the natural boundary condition satisfied by ik*,p). 
Now the subquadratic condition (1.3) implies in particular F(0) = 0 so that 
z(B) s 0 is solution of (1.5); therefore if F is globally Lipschitz on R, the 
trivial solution is the only solution of (1.5) satisfying (111.42) so that 
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ff:) = 0 on R for each (x E N + and ,U E R ‘, a contradiction since 
II Zk,bl ‘*(@) ]I: = ,D > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem III. 1. 
Remark. Theorem 111.1 shows in particular that Eq. (1.5) possesses, 
whenever F is globally Lipschitz on R and for each a E N ’ and each ,U > 0, 
an infinite family {*z”k*,F)} kaN+ of distinct, even subharmonics with period 
kT. This Lipschitz condition on F is, however, certainly not the optimal 
assumption under which this property of (1.5) is true, although it will be 
sufficient for the applications we have in mind (see Theorem IV.1 below). On 
the other hand it is unknown at this point if a similar result holds for the odd 
subharmonics, namely if k # k’ implies ,?$E) & :f,!;) for each a and each ,D. 
We devote the next section to two examples. 
IV. Two EXAMPLES: THE HILL-MATHIEU EQUATION AND THE 
NONLINEAR ERROR FUNCTION MODEL OF THE BEAM-BEAM INTERACTION 
EXAMPLE 1. Choose F(t) = t, in which case we may take G(t) = t2/2; 
Eq. (1.2) then can be written as 
z”(8)+@-pd(e))z(e)=o. (IV. 1) 
With d periodic with period T, Eq. (1V.I) is the traditional inear Hill’s 
equation (see for instance [22]). In particular with d(0) = cos(28) and T = xc, 
Eq. (IV.1) becomes the linear Mathieu equation 
z”(e) + (n - p cos(28)) z(e) = 0, (IV.2) 
about which more details can be found in [23]. G is here obviously 
subquadratic so that the theorems of the preceding sections apply; in 
particular, Eq. (IV.2) possesses for each p E R a countable infinity of 
nontrivial, classical, even and odd antipodal periodic solutions with period 
kn, k e N ‘, with eigenvalues given by 
ne;‘tca) =,a -I lok”” de{ (ok*,;)’ (0) + j3 COS(~~)(Z;,~“‘)~ (e)}. (IV.3) 
These are represented by a family of curves in the (j? - n)-plane which 
branch off from the n-axis at p = 0. On this axis, Eqs. (IV.1) or (IV.2) 
degenerate into the harmonic oscillator equation z” + nz = 0 which can have 
periodic solutions only if 12 > 0. This, of course, also follows from (IV.3) 
since npL(O) > 0. However one of the main features of equations of the form 
(IV.1) or (IV.2) is that periodic behaviour may also be possible with j? # 0 
even if n < 0; for linear Hill’s equations, these results are well known and are 
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related to Floquet theory (see [22] and [23]). However, we shall see with the 
next example that most of the above features are also shared by the 
nonlinear models with subquadratic potentials we have considered in this 
paper. 




for t > 0 and F(t) = -erf(-t) for t < 0. The corresponding potential may 
then by chosen as 
G(t) = t erf(t) + ~“~(e-*~ - 1). (IV.5) 
We observe that since G(0) = G’(0) = 0 and G”(t) = 2np”*e-‘*, we may 
write 
G(t) = n - l/ztze-nw (IV.6) 
for some ,l E (0; 1) by Taylor’s theorem; consequently we get the elementary 
estimates 
0 < G(t) < n-‘/2t2, (IV.7) 
which proves that G is subquadratic int; moreover, F(t) = erf(t) is obviously 
odd in t, satisfies F(0) = 0 and is globally Lipschitz on R by the mean-value 
theorem since its derivative F’(t) = 27~“*e-” is uniformly bounded by 
2x-“’ everywhere. We may therefore apply all the above results to the 
differential equation 
z”(6) + nz(8) = /3A(tY) erf(z(f?)), (IV.8) 
which describes the transverse betatron oscillations of charged particles in
intersecting storage rings (see the introduction). The interaction law (IV.4) 
emerges when one calculates the Lorentz force experienced by a particle in 
the first beam traveling through the magnetic induction field generated by an 
anisotropic gaussian current density in the second, counterrotating beam (see 
for example the contributions inreference [7]). The function A represents in
this case the complicated magnetic geometry through which the particles 
travel around the ring. According to the results of the preceding section 
regarding periodic behaviour, we can then formulate the following statement, 
which summarizes our results for the error function model. 
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THEOREM IV.l. Let ,u > 0. Assume that A is a smooth even periodic 
function on iR with minimal period T > 0, which satisfies 1 A(@ < c untformly 
in B for some c > 0. Then, for each j3 E IR, the nonlinear errorfunction model 
(IV. 8) possesses: 
(a) A countable infinity of one-parameter families { Gk*,r’}acN+ of 
nontrivial, classical, even antipodal periodic solutions with period kT, 
k E N ‘. Moreover for each a and each ,u, all the subharmonics with period 
kT are distinct, that is to say k # k’ implies Znz1p’ f z%!,“‘. The 
corresponding curves in the (p - n)-plane are given by 
+PA(@) q:)(e) erf(i$jpi’(e))}; (IV.9) 
(b) A countable infinity of one-parameter families (&~~‘) of 
nontrivial, classical, odd antipodal periodic solutions with period kT, 
kEiN+. The corresponding curves in the ($ - n)-plane are still given by 
(IV.9) where r” replaces i. 
Remark. One can choose A(0) = cos(28) and T = n in (IV.8), in which 
case it represents a nonlinear Mathieu equation, or also A,(B) = (27~)’ 
(1 + 2 C,“=, cos(p6)) with T = 274 namely, a superposition of cosines which 
may be considered as a finite approximation to the b-function at 0 = 0; this 
last example has been widely used in accelerator physics to discuss the 
stability of beams in storage rings. 
V. GENERALISATION OF THEOREM II.2 AND 
CONCLUDING REMARK 
We mentioned at the end of Section II that the geometric interpretation f
Theorem II.2 is that the potential V possesses a countable infinity of distinct 
critical points on the unbounded cylinder !P(gti) in Y(Y(H). We propose here 
the following abstract version of this statement, which provides one with a 
slight generalisation of a theorem by Rabinowitz [20, Theorem 2.10, p. 18 J) 
since we deal with unbounded sets of constraints in Hilbert spaces instead of 
considering spheres. 
THEOREM (V.l). Let H,,, be two real separable infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces and let H = H, @ H, ; for p > 0, let S\/;; be the sphere in H, 
centered at the origin with radius fi and define qW as the cylinder in H with 
base SJ; and generator in H,. Let V = V, @ V, be a real, even functional 
on H which is once continuously dtfferentiable in the Frechet sense and 
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satisfies the Palais-Smale condition on gp; assume moreover that V is 
bounded from below on gU and from above on the bounded subsets of gU. 
Then V possesses at least a countable infinity of distinct antipodal critical 
points on gW . 
Proof. It follows exactly the same steps as those leading to Theorem 11.1 
through the appropriate deformation theorem once one has realized that the 
set of regular points gfl of V on F@ is paracompact and that 5Z$ may be 
considered as a complete metric space since it is closed in the norm-topology 
of H. 
Concluding remark. We have shown how to construct families of 
periodic orbits for a class of nonlinear Hill’s equations starting from the 
solution of an appropriate Sturm-Liouville separated boundary value 
problem. A similar type of construction can be performed if one starts with 
periodic boundary conditions, considering thereby the functional p defined 
in (11.3) on a suitable Sobolev space of periodic orbits. The details are 
omitted. 
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